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About This Content

With the Wasteland Workshop, design and set cages to capture live creatures – from raiders to Deathclaws! Tame them or have
them face off in battle, even against your fellow settlers. The Wasteland Workshop also includes a suite of new design options

for your settlements like nixie tube lighting, letter kits, taxidermy and more!
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OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Intel Core i5-2300 2.8 GHz/AMD Phenom II X4 945 3.0 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 550 Ti 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7870 2GB or equivalent
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It's okay, but really your money is best spent on other management sims. Very complex, very detailed, but with no real tutorial,
and no guide that means plenty of time wondering what is going on and how to do simple things. The user interface is not really
user friendly, it takes time to learn the basics. If they had a good tutorial that would no doubt make the game enjoyable, that said
if you only like gridiron football management games, I know of none better than this game (that said I know of no other gridiron
football management games period*), just with all the other games I have on steam, really a waste of money. I like it enough to
probably play it once in a while from time to time, but really do not see myself getting more than 50 hours out of this game
lifetime.

*=GLB is different to this, I do not consider that a management game

Note: if you love calling plays every single snap then it might be for you, just I find having to update my roster every week in
relation to injuries a waste of time, really wish they had an auto function that would do that for me based on position
depth...maybe they do mind you (I do not think so, I have looked and am pretty miticulous, just there is so much detail to this
without direction that not sure if I just skipped over it...). Fun game! but the story is quite short. This game has to be one of the
worst, buggiest, low-qualitiest "horror" game I've ever played. Everything feels like a chore to do and it's just not fun, scary or
interesting.

Here are just some of the things that make the game unbearable... These can simply be passed as poor dev choices.

-Crouch button is set to only be usable under "exceptional circumstances".
-Jump is buggy and makes your character have a stroke if you hold it.
-There is NO WAY to look at your objectives AFAIK unless you run up to a specific point in the map\/game that tells you what
your tasks are. Many times I'm greeted with the text "You need to finish your tasks first". It is SOOOO confusing to know what
you're supposed to do especially after you get "outside".
-Graphics are from 2001.
-Sound effects are nerve-wrecking. Your character keeps coughing and sneezing all the time even when you're wearing a GAS
MASK... with a "normal" voice.
-There are no texts setup for notes etc. It's all just screen rolled where the subtitles making text overlap.
-ALT+Tabbing causes game to f*cking BREAK from time to time. There's also random crashing with loading screens.
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Basically all you do is just run around in the same areas over and over and over and over again. I've seen Early-Access games
that work better and have better content than this game. THIS.GAME.IS.BAD.
I cannot recommend purchasing Worst Case Z. The Dark Souls of video games.. This games is a classic RTS + RPG fusion.
I will keep my review short with just pros and cons.

Pros
-Smooth going plot
-It will give you enough time to play
-Many missions
-Nice music
-Just 1 bug found so far in 2 playruns

Cons
-Only 1 playable faction in campain
-Most of the times AI is overwelming unit spammer and hard to overcome.
-Repatativity of killing thousands of enemies in every mission with just your hero.
-Most missions are RPG and not RTS.
-Few units to create, small tech tree
-In windows 10 cutscenes wont work.

Although i would rate it a solid 7\/10 beacause it remides me pretty much the era 2000-2010 of great RTS games also i would
suggest you to buy it in discounts (around 7-10 euros will be fair price)

I hope my review will help you \u263a cheers \u263a
. I thoroughly enjoyed Lake Ridden. The art and music creates a great atmosphere and the puzzles were interesting and varied. It
was an interesting story, driving me forward through the game. Would definitely recommend to anyone who enjoys this genre!
:). I playd this for 5 minutes, and then instantly bought the Pro version. Damn thats cool!. I will actual eat my knees on bosses I
am badd :(
Thumback plz yuo done a game I paid real money allow more contente it is real good
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The Achievements alone make this game worth buying. This is a disgusting rip off of a game. DO NOT BUY IT. IT IS A CASH
GRAB. After 5,500+ hours in ark, I can say for sure that this is just a complete \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing rip off. The
megapithecus and therizinos look like n64 characters.. its not a bad game.
but i dont like Hidden object game..... Nice story as with the first 2 books.

Just for the sake of the story I give it thumbs up, And it is certainly better than other 2 books when it comes to options. But....
the story has inconsistent elements which detract from the story itself and shows lapses in otherwise good writing.

I gave it a thumbs down for the following point..

*spolier alert*

Especially when you get to the floating city. You can't use powers because there is a power dampening field.... hmmmm and so
then exactly how does Ms. Artillery keep her 'death' illusion? Shouldn't that be affected by the field? Hmmmm....

But revised that to a thumbs up after seeing that it seems to be better balanced now and you get recognition for being consistent
(still in spite of the fact that the way to achieve MAX Legend is inconsistent between all 3 games, showing that there really is
only one way to achieve things). Beautiful artwork, interesting gameplay style . If you have played other games from this
company, you will find this one easier (on casual mode, I have not tried the other modes). The acheievements are also more
reasonable, as you do not need to play through multiple times to get them all. This is a great game, although the storyline wasn't
as good as the other games I've played from Artifex Mundi. It wasn't original or interesting. Still, I would reccomend this for
point-and-click game fans or fans or crime/detective games.. Interesting take on a tower defense style. Would be a lot better if
there were hot keys and it wasn't quite such a click frenzy. In it's current state, not really worth playing.. Gameplay is
EXCELLENT.

By far the best simulation of tennis to ever release. It manages to be both really fun and really realistic (not an easy thing to
balance). The customisation options are vast which helps with modding in real names/player photos etc (Download Rob93's
mod-2000 players + audio mod for like the top 200).

If graphics are a big deal to you, you should probably pass, otherwise it's a fantastic game. It is a MUCH better game than AO
Tennis for less than 1/3 of the price.

Note: I think the control issues that others have mentioned are a little overblown; it took me less than an hour to feel
comfortable enough to enjoy games vs CPU and I had never played any previous versions of the game.. FOR ROME II! Never
forget! Never fixed!. The resolution of the game is very small and for 4:3 monitors, there is a full screen option for 16:9
monitors but it keeps the native resolution and just stretches everything making is blurry, this for me is a game breaker, would it
kill you to add more resolution options to your game?!

The gameplay itself from what i've experianced is alright for a single player poker game, do not buy it at retail though.. Simple
and fun. Cool voice at the beginning of the levels, I advise to purchase!
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